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Bentley’s Best Birthday EVER!Bentley is back, and it’s his birthday! Bentley is excited to share
his special day with his new friends, but they are nowhere to be found. Meanwhile, Bentley
meets Bella, a lost dog whose family has recently moved to Bentley’s neighborhood.Tia,
Bentley’s Fairy Dogmother, and the Dog Pack have a BIG secret! They are planning a surprise
birthday party for Bentley, and when Tia is around there is always some magic. Wait till you see
Bentley’s reaction to his surprise party, and especially to the special guest that Tia brings!This
book once again highlights Bentley’s kind nature, and also shows that moving to a new
neighborhood can be fun! Beautifully illustrated by Anne York, Bentley fans will not be
disappointed as they follow Bentley’s latest adventure.

About the AuthorFred Blunt has illustrated dozens of books. Now writing and illustrating his own,
very silly picture books, he couldn't be happier. He lives in Wiltshire, England with his wife, two
children, and their retired Greyhound, Olive. Visit him at fredbluntillustration.com. --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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ibjoy1953, “Sweet children's story. MY THOUGHTS ON THIS BOOKI love, love Bentley. This is
the second Bentley book by Claire Eckard I’ve read, and this big giant of a dog stole my heart
early into reading the first book. Tomorrow is Bently’s birthday and he wants all of his friends
there, but cant find them. All of his friends want to surprise Bentley, but where in the world will
they find something big enough?Is your child having a birthday soon? What an adorable book
that you can get for them about a big dog celebrating his Birthday with his friends. And this book
is for either boys or girls because every child loves dogs. This birthday party book should be
read at every child’s birthday, to brighten their day and to add some extra fun to their big day.
And Anne York does a fabulous job with these wonderful Illustrations. I love how the colors are
so brilliantly bright and colorful. The pictures on each page bring the story to life as you read it to
your child or children. I very highly recommend this one.I’m giving Bentley’s Best Birthday Ever!
by Claire Eckard Five Stars. Your child’s library needs this. This book would also be an amazing
book for any elementary classroom or library as well as any day care center.A special thanks to
the author/publisher for a copy of this book. I am not required to write a positive review, the
opinions here are mine alone. I am disclosing this with my review in accordance with the Federal
Trade Commission’s 16 CFR, Part 255.”

Angela, “Fun Story for Young Children. Bentley's Best Birthday Ever! Offers Some Learning
Opportunities Along with Fun. Bentley is excited about his birthday, and that excitement makes
for a fun story--but the author gives little readers more than a birthday surprise. Readers (and
parents or caregivers) also have some opportunities to learn about feeling lonely or forgotten,
moving and making new friends, and the joy you can feel doing nice things for others. Preschool
and early elementary readers have a lot to learn about friendships and emotions, and this book
is a fun way to introduce those topics entertainingly. At the end, there is an activity page to
encourage readers to count and find items in the story with a little game of "how many."The
Illustrations Suit the Story Perfectly. I love the illustrations in this book. Anne York fills the pages
with bright, bold colors, realistic-looking characters, and fun scenes. The illustrations hold so
many extras for readers as they will "see" the emotions and excitement as well as read about
them. Tia's magic scenes feel magical on the pages, and Bentley looks so fun and larger than
life.Would I Recommend Bentley's Best Birthday Ever! by Claire Eckard? Animal-loving little
ones will adore Bentley and friends--and parents/caregivers will love the way the book shares
Bentley's emotions and explores his friendships. I think it is the perfect book for a family,
classroom, or library read-along, especially when discussing emotions like loneliness, making
new friends, and being a good friend.I received a copy of this book from the author or publisher
for use in a blog review.  All opinions are my own.”

Kam Brook, “Mom and Kid approved!. I received a complimentary copy of this book from iRead



Book Tours. I voluntarily chose to read and post an honest review.You can tell by the cover that
"Bentley’s Best Birthday Ever!" by Claire Eckard will be a fun read. I loved the expression on
Bentley’s face, and the cake looked cute, too, with its dog bone candles and color scheme.Well
done, Anne York (the illustrator)!!The cuteness did not stop with the cover. The entire story and
illustrations were adorable. If you’ve read "Bentley and the Magic Sticks!," you’ll recognize
familiar faces from that story. If you haven’t read it, no worries. You’ll still adore watching Tia,
Fairy Dogmother, and many of Bentley’s friends work together to give him the best dog party
ever! If you love the color pink, you’ll flip for Anne York’s drawing of Rachel. She’s hard to miss.
Everything about "Bentley’s Best Birthday Ever!" screams fun.There was a couple of sad
moments, but, in the end, every dog had a massive smile on their face.After the story, there’s a
“Bentley’s Fun Page.” It contains “special Bentley words” and “how many” questions. Perfect
bonus features for at-home or in-class school setting.Great job, Claire Eckard, on creating an
incredible story with lovable characters and a sweet plot.”

A.R.S., “Birthday lessons and surprises. Bentley is back and it his birthday. He is very excited to
share his special day with his friends, but they are nowhere to be found. This makes him very
sad, and as he wanders around, he meets Bella a new dog to the neighborhood who is also very
sad. She is lost and really missing her old home and friends. But under Bentley's care Bella is
helped and her family and home are found which happens to be right next door to Bentley's
home.Meanwhile, Bentley's friends have not forgotten him at all. They are just busy planning an
amazing surprise birthday party for him. They are decorating and finding the very best gifts they
can find for their special friend. And surprise, Bentley realizes he was never forgotten. This really
is the best birthday for Bentley as he has his friends, and a new one, and Tia the dog fairy has
an especially special gift for Bentley.This was a cute puppy story book for kids that has really
good lessons on what we think are our disappointments but can really turn out to be blessings in
disguise.I was provided a copy of this book from the author. I was not required to post a positive
review and all views and opinions are my own.”

The book by Claire Eckard has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 16 people have provided feedback.
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